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Abstract—Level II electric vehicle (EV) on-board chargers
provide AC-DC conversion capability in order to charge on-
board high-voltage (HV) batteries. Bidirectional EV chargers
can allow the EV to also act as an AC source in vehicle-to-grid
services. In both charging and inverter applications, it is desirable
for chargers to have high power density, high power-handling
capability, and low weight. This paper showcases the architecture
and control of an optimized bidirectional EV charger system that
can convert from both low-line (120 VAC) and high-line (240 VAC)
AC voltages to a 400 VDC output. The operation and control
of the complete system, thermal management, enhanced power
stage design, and start-up procedure are discussed. Experimental
results demonstrating DC-AC high power operation and system
start-up are reported.

I. INTRODUCTION

Level II on-board electric vehicle (EV) chargers interface
with the AC grid in order to charge the high-voltage battery
inside the EV and may also provide energy back to the grid for
vehicle-to-grid services. As a result, EV chargers are required
to handle a variety of AC grid voltages (120-240 VAC) at power
levels in the kilowatt range [1]. EV chargers need to have
high power-handling capability and high efficiency in order to
provide faster charging times that compete with the refueling
times of gasoline powered vehicles [2], [3]. Moreover, it
is advantageous for on-board chargers to demonstrate low
volume and weight due to their location inside the vehicle
at all times.

Previous work has shown that a modular single-phase
converter design consisting of a flying capacitor multilevel
(FCML) power stage and a series-stacked buffer (SSB) for
twice-line-frequency energy buffering can demonstrate high
power density and high efficiency compared to conventional
solutions consisting of two-level converters and electrolytic
capacitors for energy buffering [4], [5]. A system schematic for
the combined FCML and SSB EV charger solution is depicted
in Fig. 1.

In this work, power converter design, thermal optimization
and integration, and a novel converter start-up procedure are

discussed. The FCML converters are designed for heavy-
load operation and low parasitic inductance, enabling sharper
switching transitions afforded by Gallium Nitride (GaN) power
switches. A custom additively manufactured cold-plate in-
terfaces with the power switches and inductors and features
improved internal coolant channels to enable more effective
heat transfer. The optimized coolant loop design and additive
manufacturing enable improvement of the gravimetric and vol-
umetric power density of the overall system. An active start-up
circuit and accompanying control procedure are demonstrated
for the first time in such a system, and enable soft-starting the
FCML from a grid connection while ensuring flying capacitor
voltage balancing and minimizing switch stresses. Test results
demonstrating steady-state DC-AC inverter operation from
400 VDC to 240 VAC RMS at kilowatt levels, and transient
start-up AC-DC operation from 120 VAC RMS to 400 VDC
are provided.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The EV charger electrical system schematic is shown in
Fig. 1. From the AC to the DC port, the electrical system
consists of a full-bridge stage that rectifies the AC input, two
interleaved FCML converters that function as the power factor
correction (PFC) boost stage, and an SSB module that buffers
the twice-line frequency power pulsation on the DC bus. The
system’s controller designs are detailed in [5].

A. FCML Stage

The FCML stage, as shown in Fig. 1, is comprised of
two interleaved bidirectional FCML converters, and can be
controlled to act either as a PFC rectifier or as an inverter.
When the system is controlled for PFC rectification, the FCML
stage operates in a boost mode, and the inductor current is
regulated to be in phase with the AC input voltage. When the
system is controlled as an inverter, the FCML stage operates in
a buck mode, and produces a rectified sine wave. In both cases,
a cascaded full-bridge stage comprised of high-conductivity
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the overall system with active rectifier (unfolder), interleaved FCML PFC, and series-stacked buffer.

devices acts as an active rectifier and interfaces the LC filter
of the FCML converter to the grid voltage [4].

B. Series-Stacked-Buffer Stage

The SSB architecture and control for charging applications
are detailed in [6], [7]. Capacitor C1 is the main energy-
buffering capacitor and is connected in series with a full-bridge
converter. Capacitor C2 operates as the DC voltage source
for the full-bridge converter. Voltage vC1 is allowed to have
large AC voltage ripple, which is cancelled by the voltage
produced by the full-bridge converter vab. The derivation of
voltage vab can be found in [7]. Because vC1 is allowed to have
large ripple, the capacitance and volume of C1 can be greatly
reduced compared to conventional DC bus capacitor filters.
Moreover, because the DC bus voltage is displaced across C1,
a minimal real power is processed by the full-bridge, allowing
for further improvements in the overall system efficiency.

C. Start-Up

Before the system can begin charging the EV battery from
the AC grid, the flying capacitors of the FCML converters
must be charged up to their respective nominal voltages. Even
if the FCML converter’s power switches are able to tolerate
high surge currents, voltage sources cannot be instantaneously
connected to either port because the power switches are
typically not rated for the full DC bus voltage. To illustrate
this point, Fig. 2 shows an N-level FCML in this hard-start-up
scenario. In this depiction, Vhigh represents the voltage on the
DC port of the EV charger system, while Vlow is the voltage
induced on the rectified node of the AC port. We assume the
converter is initially disconnected from the DC battery and is
instantaneously connected to the rectified grid voltage at its
AC port. Furthermore, we assume that after the instantaneous
connection of the AC source, a positive voltage is applied
to the AC port of the system, enabling Vlow to rise above
0 V. Typically, Vhigh is initially disconnected from the battery,
using a mechanical or a solid-state relay, rendering the Vhigh

terminal floating, and the high-side switches conduct through

their reverse-conduction mechanism. The voltage Vhigh is then
approximately

Vhigh ≈ Vlow − (N − 1) · Vr, (1)

where Vr is the reverse conduction voltage of the FCML
semiconductor switches and N is the number of levels of the
FCML (N = 6 for this system). The voltage across switches
S(N−1)A and S(N−1)B are approximately

VS(N−1)A ≈ −Vr, (2)

and

VS(N−1)B ≈ Vlow − (N − 2) · Vr. (3)

Switch S(N−1)B is typically designed to block a nominal
voltage of Vdc/(N − 1). Compared to this nominal blocking
voltage, the instantaneous voltage given in (3) can be greater,
as Vlow can be as high as the peak line voltage. Therefore,
for typical FCML designs, the converter terminal voltages
cannot be applied instantaneously. Prior literature has explored
“soft-starting” the FCML converters by slowly ramping the
terminal voltages through passive means [8], or in the case
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Fig. 2: Schematic model of an N-level FCML converter during
a hard start-up where AC-side voltage source is applied to
the converter instantaneously. The flying capacitors shown
appear as virtual shorts instantly after the voltage is applied.
We assume low inductance and large flying capacitance as is
typical.
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Fig. 4: Schematic of EV charger FCML equipped with start-
up components Sac and Dac.

of the DC-AC converter of [9], a modulation technique is
provided that manages a defined fast-ramping input voltage. In
this work, an active start-up circuit and corresponding control
are proposed, enabling a compact solution for converter start-
up. The schematic drawing of a FCML converter equipped
with the proposed start-up hardware is shown in Fig. 4. The
start-up components consist of switch Sac and diode Dac on
the AC side, and switch Sdc on the DC side.

Figure 3 displays the proposed start-up control diagram.
First, the phase-locked loop (PLL) determines the phase
angle of the input AC voltage. This enables the controller
to synchronize the rectifier switching with the grid voltage
zero-crossings, and provides instantaneous AC-side voltage
information to the start-up controller. Next, the duty ratio for
Sac is ramped from 0 to 1, where Sac is operated in pulse-
width modulation (PWM) mode. In this interval, the average
value of VSac lies below the grid voltage amplitude. The DC-
side voltage Vdc rises simultaneously via control of the FCML
switches to match the rectified AC amplitude at VSac

. When
the duty ratio for Sac reaches its final value of 1, the FCML
stage regulates its DC-side voltage to track a ramped reference
value. The DC voltage ramp terminates at the desired DC bus
voltage, at which point Sdc can be turned on to connect the DC
battery to the FCML converter. The EV charger now acts as a
boost PFC and can be commanded to supply the DC battery
with the requisite power.

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 5 shows the constructed hardware prototype of
the proposed system and control. Table I lists the hardware
components used in the sub-modules of the EV charger sys-
tem. The hardware prototype is comprised of two interleaved
FCML converters, an SSB with energy storage capacitor C1

and full-bridge DC source capacitor C2, a full-bridge active
rectifier, and a logic connector board. The logic connector

Fig. 5: Breakdown of the charger assembly, showing the
modular hardware design. The FCMLs designed in this work
interface to the custom additively manufactured cold-plate.

board connects to the FCMLs, SSB, and active rectifier stages
to a TI C2000 microcontroller (TMS320F28379D) on which
the system control loops are implemented. Power is transferred
from one module to another via bolt-type connectors. The
design philosophy of the 3D integration for both the electrical
and thermal systems is discussed in [5]. The start-up module
is shown in Fig. 8. It is connected to the system between the
active rectifier bridge and the FCML filter inductor.

A. FCML Module

The FCML module is designed to handle high output
currents while tolerating flying capacitor imbalance. The max-
imum DC voltage of each FCML module is 400 V. Therefore,
each switch will have to nominally block 80 V [4]. Under
heavy load or transient conditions, the flying capacitor voltages
may experience voltage imbalance [10], causing the blocking
voltages of the switches to also increase past the nominal
value. To resolve this issue, switches with a higher voltage
rating can be implemented in the FCML module. Specifically,
a high voltage power semiconductor can be chosen that has
low RDS,on, which further enables lower conduction loss and
higher efficiency at high power operation. Our strategy of
increasing the device voltage rating to handle higher load
current instead of increasing the flying capacitance allows
us to increase our passive component energy utilization and



Fig. 6: PCB design of FCML module power stage that uses
copper shield planes to reduce the parasitic loop inductance.

Fig. 7: Commutation loop inductance simulated in ANSYS
Q3D for lateral commutation loop with and without shielding
layer.

prevent power density penalties associated with larger flying
capacitance at high power operation.

The parasitic inductance associated with the switching
commutation loops in the FCML converter was studied and
decreased via the insertion of inner shielding layers in the
printed circuit board. Commutation loop inductance is critical
to high-performance converter design, as it directly impacts
switch voltage stress as a result of ringing at the switching
edges [11]. In this work, copper shield planes [11], [12] were
placed directly under each commutation loop consisting of
a complementary switch pair and adjacent flying capacitors.
The benefits of the copper shielding layer can be visualized
through the effects of eddy currents. Figure 6 shows the
location of the copper shield planes and the eddy current
induced from the power stage current. The current transient
in the power stage creates a changing magnetic field, which
induces eddy currents inside the shield plane. As a result of
this magnetic field cancellation, the loop inductance and the
drain-to-source voltage ringing associated with each switch
transition are greatly reduced. Fig. 7 shows the loop inductance
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Fig. 8: Modular start-up PCB daughter-board that is fitted to
the EV charger system.
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Fig. 9: Start-up PCB daughter-board shown mounted next
to the FCML converter PCB. The charger’s modular design
simplifies assembly and enables dense system integration.

of the FCML modules simulated in ANSYS Q3D with and
without a copper shielding layer. With the addition of a copper
shield plane, the commutation loop inductance decreases and
is nearly halved at higher frequencies.

B. Start-Up Module

A start-up circuit daughter-board shown in Fig. 8 is designed
to integrate the startup devices Sac and Dac and associated
gate-drive hardware. The start-up module interfaces the active
rectifier and the FCML converter’s filter inductor. A PWM
control signal from the microcontroller is fed to the gate-driver
IC. Since the source of Sac floats above the system ground
potential, an isolated supply is needed to deliver gate drive
power. Four 650 V Silicon MOSFETs, two on each side of
the module, are connected in parallel to increase the current
handling capability of the series device Sac. The daughter-
board is shown assembled with the FCML converter in Fig. 9.
Both PCBs are mounted on a carrier board also containing the
SSB and active rectifier.



TABLE I: Component listing

Subsystem Component Part No. Parameters

Interleaved 6-Level FCML (per leg) GaN FETs EPC2033 150 V, 7 mΩ
Isolated Gate Drivers Si8271GB-IS Silicon Labs Si827x Series
Flying Capacitors TDK C5750X6S225K250KA 2.2 µF × 2–5 (parallel, ∼ 2.6µF effective)
Inductors Vishay IHLP6767GZER100M11 10 µH

Active Rectifier / Unfolder GaN FETs GaN Systems GS66516T 650 V, 25 mΩ× 3 (parallel)
Isolated Gate Drivers Si8274GB1-IS1 Silicon Labs Si827x Series

Interleaved Series-Stacked Buffer (per leg) GaN FETs EPC 2033 150 V, 7 mΩ
Isolated Gate Drivers Si8274GB1-IM1 Silicon Labs Si827x Series
Inductors Coilcraft XAL7070-472 4.7 µH × 2 (series)

Buffer Capacitors C1 TDK C5750X6S225K250KA × 820 (parallel)
C2 TDK C5750X7S2A156M250KB × 200 (parallel)

Control Microcontroller TI F28379D controlCARD C2000 Series Microcontroller

Start-Up MOSFETs Infineon IPT65R033G7 650 V, 33 mΩ x 4 (parallel)
Diode ON Semiconductor MUR160G 600 V, 1 A
Isolated Gate Driver Si8271GB-IS Silicon Labs Si827x Series
Isolated Gate Driver ADuM5010 Analog Devices isoPower

Fig. 10: Custom additively manufactured cold-plate, showing
the side which interfaces with the electrical system.

C. Cold-Plate

Figure 10 shows the custom additively manufactured cold-
plate that was used to liquid-cool the EV charger electrical
system. The cold-plate used in this work incorporates a highly
optimized fluid flow path to ensure efficient heat removal from
the converter assembly. The pressure drop across the cold-plate
and its mass were considered as optimization objectives in the
design optimization process. An aluminum silicon (AlSi10Mg)
direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) additive manufacturing
process was chosen for the cold-plate construction to enable
complex internal geometries needed for fluid flow and weight
reduction. Additive manufacturing permits the design of a
curved fluid flow path with a non-circular channel cross-
section. This enables increased heat exchange between the
inner fluid and the cold-plate surface, and significantly reduces
loss of fluid pressure over the fluid path length. The custom
additively manufactured cold-plate design has an approximate
differential pressure drop of 4 PSI. The cold-plate weighs
approximately 240 grams and occupies a total volume of
7 cm3.

The velocity of the coolant fluid (water in this design)

Inlet Outlet

FCML 
high-side FETs

FCML low-side FETs

Fig. 11: Simulated velocity magnitude of the coolant with a
3.3 LPM flow and corresponding temperature on the power
stage operating at 4 kW.

and the estimated temperatures of the power switches and
inductors on the charger PCBs are simulated in ANSYS
IcePAK. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 11. Power
switch and inductor losses are estimated based on LTspice
simulation of the FCML converters in buck mode, representing
the system operating as an inverter. Manufacturer GaN SPICE
models are used for improved modeling of switching and
conduction losses. The simulation reveals that the high-side
switches in the FCML converters demonstrate higher loss
compared to their low-side counterparts due to their hard-
switching operation, and thus have higher temperature. The
difference in temperature between the low-side and high-side
devices is highlighted in Fig. 11. The left-side FCML converter
demonstrates a relatively lower temperature than the right-side
one since the high-side FETs of the left-side FCML converter
are closer to the fluid flow pipeline. This matches the findings
in [5].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The EV charger system was tested up to 3.8 kW operating as
an inverter. The electrical system was connected to a 400 VDC

input source, producing a 240 V AC RMS output. Figure 13
shows the electrical system efficiency over a 500 W to 3.8 kW
power range. The system’s efficiency and corresponding power
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is 98.5% at 1.7 kW while the efficiency at max power is 97.4%.
The efficiency and power measurements were taken with
the Keysight PA2201 power analyzer. Figure 14 displays the
FCML converters’ switched node voltage waveforms, which
exhibit stable balanced operation. Figure 14 also shows the key
SSB voltage waveforms that demonstrate twice-line-frequency
energy buffering on the DC bus.

To test the proposed start-up circuit, the system is connected
to an AC supply with the start-up procedure enabled. Key
waveforms during converter start-up with annotations high-
lighting the different phases of the start-up control are shown
in Fig. 12. The system was connected to a 120 VAC source

Fig. 13: The efficiency of the system in inverter mode from
400 VDC to 240 VAC.

https://www.overleaf.com/project/619552d885b14c032f4da691

Fig. 14: FCML switching waveforms measured at peak tested
power (3.8 kW). The measured switched-node waveforms
indicate natural balancing of the flying capacitor voltages.

and commanded a target DC output of 400 VDC . The start-up
control and hardware allow for the DC-side voltage VDC to
be ramped from 0 V to 400 V in a safe manner.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate a bidirectional EV charging sys-
tem consisting of FCML and SSB stages. Improvements in the
converter’s design and component selection and an optimized
additively manufactured cold-plate enable demonstration of a
compact and lightweight prototype. The system is tested up to
3.8 kW. We also demonstrate reliable converter start-up from
an AC source using a novel soft-start sequence for charging
the flying capacitors. The start-up hardware and control are
demonstrated to be able to charge up the DC-side voltage from
a 120VAC RMS supply.
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